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Practical applications of these optimization problems are abundant. They appear ininformation retrieval, signal transmission analysis, classi�cation theory, economics, schedul-ing, experimental design, and computer vision. See (Avondo-Bodeno, 1962; Balas & Yu,1986; Berge, 1962; Deo, 1974; Pardalos & Xue, 1992; Trotter Jr., 1973) for details. Inaddition, a method that �nds large independent sets is often the essential subroutine inpractical graph coloring heuristics (Bollob�as & Thompson, 1985; Johnson, Aragon, Mc-Geoch, & Schevon, 1991).This paper presents a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (grasp) for max-imum independent set. graspTM is a Trademark of Optimization Alternatives. A grasppossesses two phases, a construction phase and a local search phase. Procedurally, themethod is run many times with each run employing a di�erent random number stream.The best overall solution is kept as the result.In the �rst phase, a feasible solution is iteratively constructed, one element at a time.In the case of independent set problems, the elements are the vertices of the graph. Ateach construction iteration, the choice of the next element to be added is determined byordering all elements in a candidate list with respect to a greedy function. This functionassesses the bene�t of selecting each element. The heuristic is considered adaptive if thebene�ts associated with every element are updated at each iteration to reect the changesbrought on by the selection of the previous element. The probabilistic component of agrasp is implemented by randomly choosing one of the best candidates in the list, butnot necessarily the top candidate. This choice technique allows for di�erent solutions tobe obtained each time the heuristic is executed, but does not necessarily compromise thepower of the adaptive greedy component of the method.As is the case for many deterministic methods, the solutions generated by a graspconstruction are not guaranteed to be locally optimal with respect to simple neighborhoodde�nitions. Hence, it is often bene�cial to apply a local search to attempt to improveeach initial solution. Normally, a local optimization procedure such as a two-exchange isemployed. While such procedures can require exponential time from an arbitrary startingpoint, it is observed that their e�ciency signi�cantly improves as the initial solutions im-prove. This e�ect is conjectured to be a principle factor accounting for the success of grasp.Through the use of customized data structures and intelligent implementation, an e�cientconstruction phase is created which proposes good initial solutions for quick local search.The result is that many grasp solutions are generated in the same amount of time requiredfor the local optimization procedure to converge from a single random start. Furthermore,the best of these grasp solutions is observed to be signi�cantly better than the solutionobtained from a random starting point.An especially appealing characteristic of grasp is the ease with which it can be imple-2



mented on a parallel processor in an mimd environment. Each processor can be initializedwith its own copy of the procedure, the instance data, and an independent random numbersequence. The grasp iterations are then performed in parallel with only a single globalvariable required to store the best solution found over all processors. As the availabilityand use of parallel computers increases, the e�ectiveness of grasp implementations willimprove, especially in comparison to inherently sequential approaches such as simulatedannealing, tabu search, and genetic heuristicsgrasp has been applied successfully to several combinatorial optimization problems.These include set covering problems arising from the incidence matrix of Steiner triplesystems (Feo & Resende, 1989), corporate acquisition of exible manufacturing equipment(Bard & Feo, 1991), computer aided process planning (Bard & Feo, 1989), airline ightscheduling and maintenance base planning (Feo & Bard, 1989), scheduling of parallel ma-chines (Laguna & Gonz�alez-Velarde, 1991) and p-hub location problems (Klincewicz, 1989).Consider the family of undirected random graphs GjV j;p possessing jV j vertices. Eachpossible edge from the edge set of the complete graph on jV j vertices appears, indepen-dently of the inclusion of any other edge, with probability p. This family of graphs hasbeen studied extensively (Bollob�as, 1985). For empirical testing of the heuristic, this pa-per considers jV j = f400; 600; 1000; 1500; 2000; 3500g and p = f0:2; 0:5; 0:6; 0:83; 0:9g withspecial attention given to G1000;:5. Let Xk be a stochastic variable denoting the number ofindependent sets of size k in an instance of G1000;:5, then:E(X14) = 4:23� 103E(X15) = 1:70� 101E(X16) = 3:19� 10�2E(X17) = 2:18� 10�5 P (X14 = 0) � 0:02P (X15 = 0) � 0:18P (X16 = 0) � 1:00P (X17 = 0) � 1:00It is highly probable, therefore, that independent sets of size 15, but not 16, exist in thesegraphs. However, �nding independent sets of size 15 has challenged researchers (Bollob�as& Thompson, 1985).In Section 1, the heuristic is described in detail. This section includes the heuristic inpseudo-code, a description of the data structures used, and a complexity analysis of themethod. Parallelization of the algorithm is discussed. In Section 2, the empirical resultsare summarized. The solution value and running time performance of serial and parallelimplementations of grasp are presented. An implementation of simulated annealing is givenand its performance is reported. To have an idea of how our implementation compares with3



other approximate and exact codes for maximum independent set, we have compared ourgrasp code with the tabu search implementation stabulus (Friden, Hertz, & de Werra,1989) and an exact partial enumeration procedure (Carraghan & Pardalos, 1990) on thesame serial computer. Concluding remarks are made in Section 3.1. The HeuristicAs outlined in the introduction, a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure possessesfour basic components: a greedy function, an adaptive search strategy, a probabilistic se-lection procedure, and a local search technique. These components are linked together intoan iterative method that constructs a feasible solution one element at a time and then feedsthe solution to the local search procedure. When applied to the maximum independent setproblem, the independent sets are formed one vertex per construction iteration. The greedyfunction chosen in this implementation orders admissible vertices with respect to minimumadmissible vertex degree. The term admissible refers to a vertex that is not adjacent to anyvertex in the current independent set. Minimum degree is an intuitively e�ective criterion inconstructing large independent sets. Selecting a vertex with the fewest admissible neighborsyields the largest set of admissible vertices the next construction iteration. The adaptivestrategy is implemented each iteration by updating the degrees of admissible vertices. Theseupdates reect reductions in the set of admissible vertices due to the latest vertex added tothe independent set. A candidate list of admissible vertices is constructed at each iteration.This list is ordered with respect to the minimum updated degree (adaptive greedy function)of each vertex. The list is then restricted to those vertices of lowest or very low degree. Theprobabilistic component of the heuristic randomly selects one of the candidates in the list,but not necessarily the candidate of least degree. It is important to note that this random-ization leads to very di�erent solutions each time the grasp completes the construction ofa maximal independent set. Furthermore, one can keep from compromising the adaptivegreedy objective by the way in which the candidate list is restricted. For example, if twonodes of lowest degree are admissible during the �rst iteration, then selecting either onesatis�es the greedy objective. However, each will likely lead to very di�erent independentsets.As discussed above, after a vertex is added to the current independent set, the degreesof the remaining admissible vertices are updated. Let Vi be the set of admissible verticesremaining at the i-th stage, i.e. after the i-th independent vertex has been selected. Thenumber of degree updates performed at the i-th stage is proportional to j Vi j2. If j Vi+1 j=p � j Vi j, with 0 < p < 1, the amount of work required at the (i + 1)-st stage is p2times that at the i-th stage. For example, if p = 12 , then after two nodes have been4



selected, the remaining graph is approximately 14 the size of the original, and the numberof updates performed is on the order of 116 as many as required during the �rst stage.Thus, after the �rst few vertices have been chosen, the number of degree updates becomesinsigni�cant. To further exploit this property, our implementation �xes a small number ofindependent vertices before applying the construction phase. Let Vr be the set of admissiblevertices remaining after the �xed vertices are added to the independent set. The graspis executed on the graph induced by Vr. From the previous discussion, it is evident thatthis conditioning results in signi�cantly fewer computations per independent set, and thus,permits more grasp iterations to be executed in a �xed amount of time.In the following discussion, the number of �xed nodes is set to two. The strategy thatis described can easily be generalized to allow conditioning on any number of vertices.However, the success of the strategy depends on conditioning on vertices belonging to atleast one large cardinality independent set. Our approach selects pairs of vertices whichleave a large number of vertices in the set Vr. This is accomplished by procedure gentupwhich is illustrated in Figure 1. This procedure takes as input a graph G = (V;E) and twointegers, nlow and ntup, and returns a set� = nfv11; v12g; fv21; v22g; : : : ; fvntup1 ; vntup2 goof ntup independent pairs of vertices taken from the set of nlow vertices of lowest degreein G. The value of ntup may be restrictive in gentup since there may not exist ntupindependent tuples among the vertices of nlow lowest degrees. Likewise, by choosing ntupsu�ciently large, all possible independent pairs of vertices in the set Vlow of nlow verticesof lowest degree in G can be considered. LetP = fi1; i2; : : : ; ijV jg (1)be a permutation of f1; 2; : : : ; jV jg such thatdeg(vi1) � deg(vi2) � � � � � deg(vijV j):The permutation P is computed in Line 1 of Figure 1. In Line 2, the setVlow = fvi1 ; vi2; : : : ; vinlowgof nlow vertices of lowest degree in G is de�ned. The set P of all pairs of independent setsof vertices in Vlow is set empty and the counter of pairs, k, is initialized in Line 3. Loop4-9 is repeated for every independent pair of vertices in Vlow. In Lines 5-7, the set P ofindependent pairs is augmented. The freedom �, of an independent pair of vertices fvi; vjg5



procedure gentup(V , E, nlow, ntup, �)1 Sort V by degree and set permutation P = fi1; i2; : : : ; ijV jg of Equation (1);2 Vlow := fvi1 ; vi2 ; : : : ; vinlowg;3 P := ;; k := 0;4 for vi; vj 2 Vlow and (vi; vj) 62 E !5 k := k + 1;6 vk1 := vi; vk2 := vj ;7 P := P [ f(vk1 ; vk2)g;8 �(fvk1 ; vk2g) := j fv 2 V j (v; vk1) 62 E and (v; vk2) 62 Eg j;9 rof;10 Sort P by � value and set permutation Q = fj1; j2; : : : ; jjPjg of Equation (2);11 � := ;;12 ntup := minfntup; jPjg;13 for k = 1; : : : ; ntup!14 � := � [ f(vjk1 ; vjk2 )g;15 rofend gentup; Figure 1: Pseudo-Code - Tuple generation procedureis de�ned to be the number of vertices in the original graph not adjacent to either vi or vj ,i.e. �(fvi; vjg) := j fv 2 V j (v; vi) 62 E and (v; vj) 62 Eg j :The freedom of each pair fvi; vjg is computed in Line 8. LetQ = fj1; j2; : : : ; jjPjg (2)be a permutation of f1; 2; : : : ; jPjg such that�(fvj11 ; vj12 g) � �(fvj21 ; vj22 g) � � � � � �(fvjjPj1 ; vjjPj2 g):In Line 10, P is sorted by freedom and the permutation Q is constructed. Finally, in Lines11-15, the set � of the ntup independent pairs of vertices of largest freedom is constructed.The grasp for maximum independent set, denoted by procedure mis illustrated in Fig-ure 2, will now be described. In addition to the graph G = (V;E) and parameters nlow andntup, procedure mis takes as input alpha, a candidate list percentage, niter, the num-ber of grasp iterations, iscoff, the local search cuto�, and k, the local search exchange6



parameter. The local search and its parameters will be discussed shortly. The numberalpha is used to construct the restricted candidate list. At each stage of the independentset construction, the candidate list is comprised of all admissible vertices whose degrees arewithin 1 + alpha times the degree of the minimum degree admissible vertex. The outputfrom mis is S�, a maximal (not necessarily maximum) independent set.In Line 1 of Figure 2, the vertex degrees are initialized, and in Line 2, the best solution (S�)is assigned the empty set. Procedure gentup is called in Line 3 to generate the independentvertex pairs for conditioning. The for loop 4-20 performs the conditioning for the currentpair.The for loop 5-19 performs the grasp iterations. The current independent set, S, isinitialized to the �xed vertex pair in Line 6, and the admissible list, A, is set up in Line 7. InLine 8, the updated degrees for vertices in A are calculated. To build the next independentset S, loop 9-16 is repeated until there are no more admissible vertices. In Line 10, thesmallest degree (mindeg) is computed from the set of admissible vertices. The candidatelist C is built in Line 11. As mentioned, it is the subset of vertices of A having degree lessthan or equal to (1 + alpha) � mindeg. The random choice of a vertex from C is madein Line 12, and this vertex is added to the current independent set S in Line 13. The setof admissible vertices is updated in Line 14, and their degrees are recomputed in Line 15.Once a maximal independent set is found, the local search local is applied in Line 17 ifthe cardinality of S is larger than iscoff. If the set S returned by local is the best foundso far, it is saved as the incumbent S� in Line 18.A description of the local search used in Line 17 of mis will now be given. The purposeof this procedure is to explore di�erent solutions that neighbor S and to converge to a localoptimum. The neighborhood de�nition used here is k-exchange. The method attempts to�nd k vertices whose removal from the current independent set will allow at least k + 1vertices to be added back to the set.The local search routine, local, is illustrated in Figure 3. The input is the graphG = (V;E), an independent set S, and the exchange parameter k. The output is anindependent set S (perhaps unchanged). The procedure attempts to �nd a k-exchangewhich will improve the current independent set as follows:1. Remove k nodes from S, thus de�ning a reduced set S 0.2. Let A be the set of admissible vertices with respect to S 0. Note that A will containthe k vertices that are removed.3. Apply an exhaustive search procedure to �nd the maximum independent set N , inthe graph induced by A. 7



procedure mis(V ,E,nlow,ntup,alpha,niter,iscoff,k,S�)1 for i = 1; : : : ; jV j ! deg(i) := 0 rof;2 S� := ;;3 gentup(E,V ,nlow,ntup,�);4 for k = 1; : : : ; ntup!5 for i = 1; : : : ; niter!6 S := fvk1g [ fvk2g;7 A := V n ffvk1g [ fvk2gg n fw 2 V j (w; vk1) 2 E or (w; vk2) 2 Eg;8 Update deg(v); 8v 2 A;9 do A 6= ; !10 mindeg := minfdeg(v)jv 2 Ag;11 C := fv 2 A j deg(v) � (1 + alpha)� mindegg;12 Select v� 2 C at random;13 S := S [ fv�g;14 A := A n fv�g n fw 2 A j (w; v�) 2 Eg;15 Update deg(v); 8 v 2 A16 od;17 if jSj > iscoff! local(E; V;S; k) �;18 if jSj > jS�j ! S� := S �19 rof20 rofend mis; Figure 2: Pseudo-Code - grasp for maximum independent set
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procedure local(V;E;S; k)1 for each k-tuple fvi1 ; : : : ; vikg 2 S !2 S0 := S n fvi1 ; : : : ; vikg;3 A := fw 2 V j (w; vi) 62 E; 8vi 2 S 0g;4 Apply exhaustive search to the graph induced by A to �nd N ;5 if j N j> k!6 S := S0 [ N ;7 local(V;E;S; k);8 �;9 rof;end local; Figure 3: Pseudo-Code - Independent set local search routine4. If j N j> k, i.e. a larger set has been found, update S = S 0 [ N and restart theprocedure. Procedure local terminates when all possible k-exchanges have beenconsidered for a particular S and no improvement is possible.The computation time required by local increases exponentially with k, due to theexhaustive search procedure in the third step. In practice, k is set small, usually two orthree. For this research, k = 2 produced good results. The parameter iscoff also directlya�ects the time spent in the local search. Procedure local is applied only to those setswhose size is greater than iscoff. Setting iscoff = 0 allows the local search to be appliedto all independent sets. However, in practice, for G1000;:5 it is very time consuming to applylocal to sets of size 10 or less. Furthermore, improving the cardinality of such sets to 15or 16 is unlikely.1.1 Computational ComplexityThe burdensome computational steps in procedure mis are revising the admissible list A andupdating the degrees of vertices in A. We focus our analysis of time and space complexityof this method to the case of dense graphs. Note that the set A is always decreasing infreedom. To e�ciently implement these operations for dense graphs, we store G = (V;E) asa jV j � jV j adjacency matrix and the list A as a one-dimensional array. This allows directaccess to the edge structure of G. Furthermore, A can be compressed each iteration with asingle pass. All other sets are stored as simple arrays.9



Let n = jV j and m = jEj. The initialization in Lines 1 and 2 as well as the call togentup in Line 3 are performed only once and take O(n2) time. The conditioning in Lines6-8 is performed once per �xed pair and requires O(n2) operations. Now, consider theconstruction of one independent set in loop 9-16. The do loop is executed O(n) times.Forming the candidate list and updating S and A can be performed in O(n) steps periteration. Thus, a total of O(n2) operations are required per independent set. In orderto count the number of degree updates performed, it su�ces to note that each edge isconsidered only once per independent set. This occurs when either of its incident vertices isremoved from A. Hence, the total number of updates performed is O(m), which for densegraphs is O(n2). The total operation count per independent set constructed is thereforeO(n2), which for dense graphs is linear in the input size. The storage requirement is alsoO(n2).Although we have only implemented this heuristic for dense graphs, it can easily beapplied to sparse instances. An e�cient implementation would employ linked lists to storethe adjacency structure, and a heap to store and update the vertex degrees. The totalnumber of vertex updates per independent set remains O(m) (equal to O(n) for sparsegraphs). However, by using a heap, each update can be executed in O(log n) time. Thus,the total running time per independent set becomes O(n logn).The above complexity analysis omits the time spent in the local search routine. Ananalysis of the operation count of local requires numimp, the maximum number of localsearch improvements, and fk, the maximum number of vertices that become admissiblewhen k nodes are removed from S. The exhaustive search routine requires at most 2fkoperations per call. The total number of calls will be O�numimp� j S j +numimpk ��. Thus,the total time per call is O�numimp� j S j +numimpk �2fk�. The running time of the localsearch in the worst case is exponential with respect to its input size. Although this appearsominous, the procedure, like many exponential time local search routines, is observed to bewell behaved in practice. For G1000;:5 random graphs and k = 2, we found that numimp � 3,jSj+ numimp � 16 and fk � 12.1.2. Parallel Implementationgrasp can be easily and e�ciently implemented on a mimd parallel architecture with nprocprocessors. Two approaches to execute procedure mis in parallel are considered. One appliesto the grasp iterations (loop 5-19) and the other to the tuple conditioning (loop 4-20).The parallel implementation of the grasp loop is straightforward. The niter graspiterations are partitioned among the nproc processors along with independent random num-ber sequences. Care is needed with this approach to assure that there is no intersection of10



the nproc sequences.The second strategy, parallelization of loop 4-20 of mis, avoids the issue of independentrandom number sequences. Here, the set of ntup tuples is partitioned among the nprocprocessors. All processors are given identical random seeds. Tuples are interleaved amongprocessors according to tuple freedom, i.e. tuple (nproc � k) + i is allocated to processor i,i = 1; : : : ; nproc, k = 0; : : : ; bntup=nprocc, where bxc denotes the largest integer less thanor equal to x.The second approach was implemented on an Alliant FX/80 parallel computer with 1,2, 4 and 8 processors. The computational results are presented in the next section.2. Experimental ResultsThe class of random graphs G1000;:5 is the primary test bed for the computational exper-iments. One can expect a large portion of these problems to have maximum independentsets of size 15 and very few to have sets of size 16. The heuristic is tested with di�erentparameters for 200 instances of these graphs on 1, 2, 4 and 8 processors. The procedureusing eight processors is also tested on randomly generated graphs having from 400 to 2000vertices and edge probabilities from 0.2 to 0.9. An implementation of simulated annealingis given later in this section and its performance is reported. For comparison with otherapproaches, we compare the grasp code with a tabu search implementation (Friden et al.,1989) and an exact partial enumeration procedure (Carraghan & Pardalos, 1990) on thesame computer. These results conclude the section.Let A be the adjacency matrix of G = (V;E), i.e. aij = 1 if (i; j) 2 E and aij = 0,otherwise. The test problems were generated by selecting each aij = 1 if and only if rand(s)evaluates to less than or equal to p, the probability of the existence of an edge. The functionrand(s) is the portable fortran random number generator given in (Schrage, 1979). It ispassed an integer seed s in the interval [0; 231� 1] by parameter and returns by value a realnumber in the interval (0,1) and by parameter a new integer seed. The use of this functionallows easy reproduction of our test problems.Most runs were carried out on an Alliant FX/80 parallel/vector computer. The Alliantuses a variant of the unix R Operating System. unix R is a Registered Trademark of unixSystems Laboratories, Inc. It is con�gured with 8 parallel processors, used for numericallyintensive computations and 6 microprocessors used for other less intensive tasks, 256 Mbytesof main memory, 512 Kbytes of cache memory, and 3.1 Gbytes of disk storage. Each parallelprocessor has 8 vector registers, each capable of operating on 32 double precision numberssimultaneously. The Alliant machine operates in scalar mode at approximately 1 MFlops.The grasp code was written in fortran and compiled to run on the Alliant with the11



Table I: Expected number of independent sets of size k for GjV j;p.k G400;:9 G1000;:83 G400;:6 G600;:5 G1000;:5 G1500;:5 G2000;:5 G3500;:5 G1000;:23 1:06 � 1044 1:05 � 1035 8:32 � 100 1:66 � 1056 5:48 � 10�3 3:92 � 1037 3:08 � 10�7 1:34 � 1018 6:84 � 10�3 1:09 � 1059 5:26 � 10�7 3:12 � 10310 3:19 � 10111 1:18 � 10�112 1:61 � 10�4 5:51 � 10413 6:09 � 102 4:91 � 10514 3:12 � 100 4:23 � 103 1:27 � 10615 7:43 � 10�3 1:70 � 101 7:70 � 10316 8:29 � 10�5 3:19 � 10�2 2:18 � 101 2:22 � 10417 2:81 � 10�5 2:90 � 10�2 3:95 � 100 5:50 � 10418 1:82 � 10�5 3:32 � 10�3 8:10 � 10119 1:32 � 10�6 5:68 � 10�220 1:89 � 10�536 1:25 � 10537 1:06 � 10338 6:99 � 10039 3:58 � 10�240 1:43 � 10�4Alliant fortran compiler with ags -O -DAS. No special care was taken to vectorize thecode or to implement it in parallel other than the concurrent calls to mis using di�erenttuple data. All times reported are user times given by the system call times().The computational study where we compare grasp with other approaches was con-ducted on serial Silicon Graphics machines. We describe those machines later in the paper.Tables I{II display, for all problem classes tested in this study, the expected numberof independent sets of size k and an upper bound on the probability that there are noindependent sets of size k.2.1. Varying nlow and niter on G1000;:5For the class G1000;:5 we considered 200 instances, corresponding to the random seedss = 1; 2; : : : ; 200. Recall that Xk denotes a stochastic variable representing the numberof independent sets of size k. The expectation of Xk, E(Xk), and an upper bound, U(Xk),on the probability that Xk = 0 are given in Tables I-II (Bollob�as, 1985).From Tables I-II one can see that independent sets of size 14 are abundant in G1000;:5,while sets of size 16 are rare. Therefore, in the computational experiment, we search forsets of size 15 or 16, halting the program when such a set is found.12



Table II: Upper bound on probability that the number of independent sets of size k equals0, for GjV j;p.k G400;:9 G1000;:83 G400;:6 G600;:5 G1000;:5 G1500;:5 G2000;:5 G3500;:5 G1000;:23 .0014 .0065 .164 .0016 1.000 .0037 .0968 1.000 .0199 .03910 .16511 1.00012 .03313 .062 0.1514 .967 .023 .00915 1.000 .178 .01216 1.000 .111 .01017 1.000 .434 .00318 1.000 .02219 1.00036 .37437 .99938 1.000We ran four combinations of the parameters nlow and niter,(nlow; niter) = f(20; 50); (20; 100); (50; 50); (50; 100)g:The remaining parameters were set as follows: tuple size limit ntup = 400, candidate listparameter alpha = 0:1, local search cuto� parameter iscoff = 11, local search exchangeparameter k = 2 and nproc = 8 processors. All runs with nlow = 50 had the number oftuples limited by the parameter ntup = 400.Table III summarizes the results of running our code on 8 parallel processors. The fourcolumns correspond to di�erent settings of nlow and niter. The �rst three rows displaythe number of instances out of the 200 tested where the code found S� to be of size 14, 15and 16, respectively. The remaining rows provide mean, minimum and maximum valuesfor preprocessing, total time, local search and number of tuples considered until the bestsolution was found. All times are given in user seconds. These rows exclude runs in whichthe algorithm failed to �nd independent sets of size greater than or equal to 15. Figure 4plots cumulative instances for which a solution of 15 or 16 was found, i.e. an (x; y) entryimplies that solutions of size 15 or 16 have been found for y of the 200 instances by x cpuseconds. Entries for instances in which no 15 or 16 was found are excluded from the plots.The main observation is that the number of successful searches (i.e. searches that �ndan independent set of size 15 or 16) increases as the values of nlow and niter increase. Theaverage time to run mis also increases as these parameters increase. However, this increaseis due to the fact that more instances are solved with the larger parameters (and the harder13



Table III: Sensitivity to nlow and niter on 8 processors. Computed for runs that found aset of size 15 or 16.(nlow,niter) (20,50) (20,100) (50,50) (50,100)Sets found with: jS�j = 14 42 27 3 0jS�j = 15 157 172 194 198jS�j = 16 1 1 3 2Construction time: average 58.24 91.79 108.89 128.34minimum 2.84 1.57 2.53 2.49maximum 179.23 343.06 653.26 1143.53Local search time: average 46.98 81.02 88.11 113.03minimum 0.61 1.09 0.35 0.36maximum 143.78 322.94 541.44 998.65Tuples considered: average 38.42 33.97 69.27 46.71minimum 8 8 8 8maximum 113 114 397 392instances tend to take longer to solve).2.2. Parallel AlgorithmsNow we illustrate the speedup obtained by using parallel processors. Again, we considerthe class G1000;:5 and generate the same 200 instances as in Table III. We ran the code,distributing the tuples to 1, 2, 4 and 8 processors and using the parameter settings nlow = 50and niter = 100. The remaining parameters were kept the same as in the runs summarizedin Table III.Table IV summarizes the results of running our code on a single processor and on 2, 4and 8 parallel processors. On all runs, the code found independent sets of size 15 or 16. Eventhough gentup was not implemented in parallel, we have included entries for preprocessingin the table. The rows are similar to those of Table III. Again, all times are given in userseconds. Figure 4 plots cumulative instances by time for the runs in Table IV. graspimplements in parallel quite naturally. However, since random number sequences changewhen the number of processors is changed, an individual instance may experience speedupswell below or above the ratio of processors. We have, therefore, computed averages over the200 instances generated with seeds s = 1; 2; : : : ; 200. Figure 5 plots the average speedupfor the runs, going from 1 to 2 to 4 to 8 processors. The e�ciency (speedup divided by the14
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Figure 4: Running times (jV j = 1000; p= 0:5; nlow = 50; niter = 100; nproc = 1; 2; 4; 8)15



Table IV: 1, 2, 4 and 8 parallel processorsnproc 1 2 4 8Construction time: average 1190.22 511.90 270.49 128.34minimum 3.40 2.82 2.68 2.49maximum 8775.05 4340.14 1886.19 1143.53Local search time: average 617.55 439.44 234.41 113.03minimum 0.99 1.15 0.84 0.36maximum 4360.06 3787.99 1569.93 998.65Tuples considered: average 43.11 46.17 49.17 46.71minimum 1 2 4 8maximum 324 386 339 392ratio of processors) of going from one to eight processors was over 93.6%.2.3. Other Random GraphsIn this Section, we consider other classes of random graphs. We begin with the class G400;:6that has an independent set distribution described in Tables I-II. Note that an independentset of size 11 is rare. We generated 200 instances, with random seeds s = 1; 2; : : : ; 200 andsearched for independent sets of size greater than or equal to 10. The parameters were setas they were for the 8 processor runs of Section 2.1 with the exception of the local searchcuto� parameter iscoff, that was set to 9. Instead of conditioning on two vertices beingin the independent set, we condition on a single vertex.Table V and Figure 6 summarize these runs. In 197 of the 200 instances an independentset of size 10 was found. In 3 instances the best set found had size 11.We now consider the class of dense graphs G400;:9 with independent set distributiondescribed in Tables I-II. We generated 200 instances, with random seeds s = 1; 2; : : : ; 200and searched for independent sets of size greater than or equal to 5. The parameter settingswere similar to those of the previous class of problems with the exception of the local searchcuto� parameter iscoff, that was set to 4.Table V and Figure 7 summarize these runs. In 196 of the 200 instances an independentset of size 5 was found. In 4 instances the best set found had size 4.We now consider the class of random graphs G1000;:83. Edge probability p = 0:83 waschosen instead of p = 0:8 because the former class of graphs has a more accentuated cuto�in expected number of independent sets (Tables I-II) than does the latter. Note that an16



Table V: Summary of grasp runs on G400;:6, G400;:9 and G1000;:83.G400;:6 G400;:9 G1000;:83Sets found with: jS�j = 11 3jS�j = 10 197jS�j = 7 190jS�j = 6 10jS�j = 5 196jS�j = 4 4Construction time: average 0.53 0.39 13.31minimum 0.31 0.11 1.10maximum 5.93 2.77 53.31Local search time: average 0.12 0.02 13.64minimum 0.00 0.00 0.01maximum 1.59 0.03 52.36Tuples considered: average 8.02 11.52 66.05minimum 8 8 8maximum 12 46 251
17
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Figure 5: Average Speedupindependent set of size 8 is very rare. We generated 200 instances, with random seedss = 1; 2; : : : ; 200 and searched for independent sets of size greater than or equal to 7. Theparameters were set as they were for the 8 processor runs of Section 2.1 with the exceptionof the local search cuto� parameter iscoff, that was set to 5.Table V and Figure 8 summarize these runs. In 190 of the 200 instances an independentset of size 7 was found. No set of size 8 or greater was found. In the 10 instances where noset of size 7 was found, independent sets of size 6 were encountered.Next, we consider the class of random graphs G1000;:2 which is characterized in Tables I-II. Note that independent sets of size 39 are very rare. We generated 200 instances, withrandom seeds s = 1; 2; : : : ; 200 and searched for independent sets of size greater than orequal to 37. The parameters were set as they were for the 8 processor runs of Section 2.1with the exception of the local search cuto� parameter iscoff, that was set to 32, and weconditioned on four vertices instead of two.Table VI and Figure 9 summarize these runs. In 108 of the 200 instances an independentset of size 37 was found and in 3 instances we found a set of size 38. No set of size 39or greater was found. In the 89 instances where no set of size 37 or larger was found,independent sets of size 36 were encountered.18
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Figure 6: Running times (jV j = 400; p = 0:6; nlow = 50; niter = 100; nproc = 8)19
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Figure 7: Running times (jV j = 400; p = 0:6; nlow = 50; niter = 100; nproc = 8)20
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Figure 8: Running times (jV j = 1000; p= 0:83; nlow= 50; niter = 100; nproc = 8)21



Table VI: Summary of grasp runs on G1000;:2, G2000;:5 (searching for sets of size 16) andG2000;:5 (searching for sets of size 17). G1000;:2 G2000;:5(size 16) G2000;:5(size 17)Sets found with: jS�j = 38 3jS�j = 37 107jS�j = 36 89jS�j = 17 8jS�j = 16 50 42Construction time: average 1201.90 84.64 2294.58minimum 6.30 11.36 272.88maximum 3851.04 308.02 6338.85Local search time: average 394.25 123.90 4315.00minimum 1.28 4.19 512.00maximum 1799.94 471.43 11973.40Tuples considered: average 126.95 22.46 256.40minimum 8 8 32maximum 397 72 704
22
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Figure 9: Running times (jV j = 1000; p = 0:2; nlow= 50; niter = 100; nproc= 8)We �nally consider the class of random graphs G2000;:5 which is characterized in Tables I-II. These graphs have on average 1,000,000 edges. One should expect to �nd sets of size16 or 17, since independent sets of size 18 are very rare. We generated 50 instances, withrandom seeds s = 1; 2; : : : ; 50 and searched for independent sets of size greater than orequal to 16. The parameters were set as they were for the 8 processor runs of Section 2.1with the exception of the local search cuto� parameter iscoff, that was set to 12 and weconditioned on three vertices instead of the usual two with a maximum of 800 tuples.Table VI and Figure 10 summarize these runs. In a separate experiment, using the same50 instances, we also searched for sets of size 17 or greater. Parameter settings were identicalto those of the previous experiment with the exception of niter = 250 and iscoff = 12.Table VI and Figure 11 summarize these runs.
23
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Figure 10: Running times (jV j = 2000; p = 0:5; nlow= 50; niter = 100; nproc = 8).Searching for sets of size 16.
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Figure 11: Running times (jV j = 2000; p = 0:5; nlow= 50; niter = 250; nproc = 8).Searching for sets of size 17. 24



2.4. Simulated AnnealingThe solutions obtained by grasp are now compared to a randomized algorithm that hasreceived much attention in recent years: simulated annealing. For a detailed discussion ofsimulated annealing, see (Aarts & Korst, 1989). We briey describe the implementationused in this study.Let K and �K be a partition of the vertex set V of G. Let EK be the edge set of GK ,the graph induced by K. The objective function that is to be minimized by the annealingalgorithm is f(K) = �jKj+ �jEKj;where � is a positive integer constant. If jEKj = 0, K is an independent set. The objectivefunction f(K) is minimized when jKj is maximized and jEKj = 0, corresponding to amaximum independent set. A solution is completely speci�ed by the set K. Let v 2 V . Aneighbor solution K0(v) to K isK 0(v) = 8<: K [ fvg if v 2 �KK n fvg if v 2 K.Given a solutionK, the simulated annealing algorithm randomly selects v 2 V and generatesa neighbor solution K0(v). The neighbor is accepted (i.e. made the current solution) if itdoes not worsen the objective function, i.e. iff(K 0(v)) � f(K):On the other hand, if the neighbor worsens the objective function, i.e. iff(K 0(v)) > f(K);the neighbor solution is accepted with probabilitye��=Tk ; (3)where � = f(K 0(v))� f(K)and Tk is a control parameter called the temperature. If the temperature is high, theprocedure accepts neighbors that worsen the objective function with high probability. Asthe temperature decreases, so does the probability of accepting a neighbor that degradesthe objective function.The temperature is decreased according to a cooling schedule. A temperature cycle isa period where the temperature remains constant. In each cycle, at most TRL trials are25



carried out. A trial consists of selecting a neighbor of the current solution. A change takesplace if the neighbor is accepted. At most CHG changes are allowed for a �xed temperature.In the cooling schedule we chose to implement, the new temperature is determined byTk+1 = Tk � �; k = 0; : : : ;where 0 < � < 1. The algorithm terminates when FRZ temperature cycles go by with lessthan CHG changes in the solution K. Figure 12 illustrates the simulated annealing algo-rithm implemented for this experiment. In this implementation, the solution is representedby the array �, where �(i) = 1 if i 2 K and �(i) = 0 if i 2 �K.Procedure simanl takes as input the graph G = (V;E), an initial temperature T1and the parameters FRZ;CHG; TRL; � and CHG and returns an array � with indicatorvariables for each vertex in G as well as the value of the objective function correspondingto �. In Line 1, an initial random partition of V is made. Every vertex is assigned a 1(2 K) or a 0 (2 �K). The objective function value of the initial solution is computed inLine 2, where the stopping criterion counter, frzcnt, and the temperature cycle counter,k, are initialized. This is the only time in the procedure where the objective function iscomputed from scratch. In all other instances, the objective function is updated from itscurrent value.Since the computation of the exponential (3) is expensive, the following table lookupscheme is used to compute the acceptance probabilities. This scheme was inspired by theone described in (Johnson et al., 1991). Since e�10 = 0:00005 is small, a hill climbing moveis rejected if � > 10Tk. Every time the parameter Tk is decreased, a lookup table is builtwith the values e�1=Tk ; e�2=Tk ; : : : ; e�b10Tkc=Tk . Since � is an integer, all values of e��=Tk ,for 1 � � � 10Tk are in the table. In Line 3, the initial table is built.The loop 4-26 is repeated until FRZ temperature cycles go by with less than CHGin the solution. In Line 5, the temperature cycle counter is incremented and change andtrial counters, chg and trl, are set to 0. Loop 6-22 is repeated until CHG changes in thestate vector � occur or TRL tentative solutions (trials) are generated. In Line 7, the trialcounter is incremented and in Line 8 a vertex v is chosen at random from V . In Lines 9-10,a tentative state vector, �� is de�ned by ipping the value of �(v). The objective functionvalue Fnew of the tentative solution is computed in Line 11. In the following four lines,if the new solution is better than the current state, it replaces the current solution. Theobjective function value is then recorded, and the change counter is incremented. On theother hand (Lines 16-21), if the solution is worse but the di�erence is less than 10Tk, it isstill accepted with probability e�(Fnew�Fold)=Tk . Here, all that is needed is a lookup on theexponential table. The objective function value is recorded and the solution change counteris incremented in Line 19. 26



procedure simanl(V;E; T1; FRZ;CHG; TRL; �; CHG;�; Fnew)1 for i = 1; : : : ; jV j ! �(i) := irand(0,1) rof;2 Fold := f(�); frzcnt := 0; k := 0;3 make lookup table(T1, exptbl);4 do frzcnt < FRZ !5 k := k + 1; chg := 0; trl := 0;6 do chg < CHG and trl < TRL!7 trl := trl + 1;8 v := irand(1; jV j);9 for i = 1; : : : ; v � 1; v + 1; : : : ; jV j ! ��(i) := �(i) rof;10 ��(v) := not �(v) ;11 Fnew := f(��);12 if Fnew < Fold !13 for i = 1; : : : ; jV j ! �(i) := ��(i) rof;14 Fold := Fnew ; chg := chg + 115 �;16 if 0 � Fnew � Fold < 10Tk !17 if exptbl(Fnew � Fold) > rrand(0; 1)!18 for i = 1; : : : ; jV j ! �(i) := ��(i) rof;19 Fold := Fnew ; chg := chg + 120 �21 �22 od;23 Tk+1 := Tk � �;24 make lookup table(Tk+1, exptbl);25 if chg < CHG! frzcnt := frzcnt + 1 �;27 odend simanl; Figure 12: Pseudo-Code - Simulated annealing27



In Line 23, the temperature is decreased, and in Line 24, the new exponential lookuptable is computed. Finally, if the number of solution changes during the last temperaturecycle was less than CHG, the stopping criterion counter is incremented in Line 25.It can be shown (c.f. (Aarts & Korst, 1989)) that if FRZ , TRL, CHG and T1 are largeenough and 1�� is small enough, the simulated annealing algorithm converges to the globaloptimum. One of the drawbacks to simulated annealing is that the various parameters mustbe picked with some care. Using values that lead to tractable running times often limits themethod to approximate solutions. After extensive preliminary testing, the following threesettings were selected based on their speed of convergence and quality of solutions. � = 1,FRZ = 10 and T1 = 10:0. We ran three sets of experiments using:� Setup A: TRL = 125000, CHG = 10000 and � = 0:975,� Setup B: TRL = 250000, CHG = 20000 and � = 0:975,� Setup C: TRL = 250000, CHG = 20000 and � = 0:99.Since simulated annealing requires far more cpu time than grasp, we have limited thisapproach to 50 of the 200 G1000;:5 test problems corresponding to random number seedss = 1; : : : ; 50. All runs were conducted on a Silicon Graphics iris risc based computerrunning irix System V Release 4d1-3.1F. The code was compiled on the f77 compiler usingoptimization ag -O. All times reported are user times given by the system call times().For comparison, our serial simulated annealing code runs approximately three times fasteron the Silicon Graphics machine than on a single Alliant processor.For the runs with setup A, only in four instances were independent sets of size 15 found.No set of size 16 was found. In 37 instances the best set found was of size 14, while in 9instances the best set found was of size 13. For the runs with setup B, independent sets ofsize 15 were found in 12 instances. In 38 instances the best set found was of size 14. Noset of size 16 was found. For the runs with setup C, independent sets of size 15 were foundin 15 instances. In 35 instances the best set found was of size 14. No set of size 16 wasfound. Table VII and Figure 13 summarize these runs. The times reported are for the �rstoccurrence of the best set size found.
28



Table VII: Simulated annealing running times (secs)Size: Best TimeSetup Set Found Instances Minimum Average MaximumA 13 9 13389 15104 1619314 37 13578 16638 1996015 4 15456 16205 16542B 14 38 29199 32549 3650815 12 29749 33294 35635C 14 35 73910 78607 8214715 15 81451 86354 94538
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Figure 13: Simulated annealing running times29



2.5. Tabu Search and Exact MethodsIn this section, we compare the grasp code with implementations of other algorithms re-cently described in the literature. We choose two implementations for this exercise. The �rstis of tabu search, an approximate algorithm, and the second of an exact partial enumerationmethod.The numerical experiment described in this section was conducted on a serial (i.e. non-parallel) Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation. This computer is con�gured with a MIPSR2000A/R3000 processor chip revision 3.0, a MIPS R2010A/R3010 VLSI oating point chiprevision 4.0, a 33MHz IP12 processor, 32 Kbytes of data cache and 32 Kbytes of instructioncache, and 32 Mbytes of main memory. The codes were compiled with Silicon Graphics cc,f77 and pc compilers using optimization ags -O2 -Olimit 800. Times reported excludeproblem input/generation time and are measured with the system call times().A tabu search Pascal code due to Friden et al. (1989) called stabulus has recently beennoted for achieving independent sets of good quality. Tabu search consists of several com-ponents (see, e.g., Glover (1989) and Glover (1990)). The short term memory component,that has been the focus of many studies, is applied in stabulus.In the �rst part of this experiment, we compare grasp with stabulus on three classesof problems: G600;:5, G1500;:5 and G3500;:5. Tables I-II summarize the independent set dis-tributions for these problem classes. We instructed the codes to search for sets of size 14in G600;:5, of size 16 in G1500;:5, and of size 17 in G3500;:5. 100 instances of each class weregenerated (using seeds = 1; 2; : : : ; 100). For the G600;:5 and G1500;:5 problems, the graspcode was run with alpha = 0.1, ntup = 1000, nfix = 2, niter = 100, iscoff = 11, nlow =50, k = 2, and nproc = 1. For the G3500;:5 problems, the parameter settings were identical,except for iscoff = 14 and nfix = 3. stabulus was run with default parameter settings,except for maximum number of random restarts, which was set to 30. The setting producesbetter results for stabulus than those reported in Friden et al. (1989). On all runs, if aset of the size requested was not found, the requested set size was decreased by 1. Thestatistics displayed are for the search for the smaller independent set.Table VIII summarizes the grasp runs for G600;:5, G1500;:5 and G3500;:5. The table listthe number of instances with sets of sizes 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 found, and the average,minimum and maximum construction time, local search time, total time and number oftuples considered. Table IX summarizes the stabulus runs for G600;:5, G1500;:5 and G3500;:5.The table lists the number of instances with sets of sizes 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 found, andthe average, minimum and maximum solution time, total searches and number of randomrestarts. Running times are in seconds.The results in this experiment show that grasp and stabulus produce independent30



Table VIII: Summary of grasp runs on G600;:5, G1500;:5 and G3500;:5.G600;:5 G1500;:5 G3500;:5Sets found with: jS�j = 17 100jS�j = 16 99jS�j = 15 1 1jS�j = 14 87jS�j = 13 12Construction time: average 133.1 1015.9 736.7minimum 0.1 2.1 8.9maximum 1181.4 4785.1 2930.7Local search time: average 123.5 1213.2 270.8minimum 0.1 2.8 1.3maximum 1044.8 5880.5 1092.5Total time: average 256.6 2229.1 1007.5minimum 0.2 4.9 10.2maximum 2226.2 10665.6 4023.2Tuples considered: average 104.6 148.9 29.9minimum 1 1 1maximum 948 709 119
31



Table IX: Summary of stabulus runs on G600;:5, G1500;:5 and G3500;:5.G600;:5 G1500;:5 G3500;:5Sets found with: jS�j = 17 100jS�j = 16 99jS�j = 15 1jS�j = 14 88jS�j = 13 12Total solution time: average 140.4 3011.9 1848.1minimum 0.1 18.9 428.0maximum 1279.2 12533.4 6379.2Total searches: average 32915.8 216993.0 26564.0minimum 35 1464 1116maximum 299979 811062 117163Random restarts: average 1.7 6.5 1.4minimum 1 1 1maximum 10 23 4sets, on average, of approximately the same size. For the class of smaller graphs (G600;:5) thegrasp code found a set of size 15, whereas the tabu search code produced sets of size at most14. The grasp code produced the same number of size 13 sets as did stabulus. However,the tabu search code was approximately 1.8 times faster than the grasp code. Whencompared on the class of graphs G1500;:6 both codes produced sets of size 16 for all instancesexcept one. In terms of running times, the grasp code was on average approximately 1.4times faster than stabulus. On the class of largest graphs (G3500;:5) both codes found setsof size 17 for all instances. The grasp implementation was, on average, approximately 1.8times faster than stabulus.The results indicate a clear trend in favor of the grasp implementation as the size ofthe graph increases. However, the ratio of the average running times fails to show howmuch faster the grasp code was on most of the G3500;:5 instances tested. For example,in 34 of the 100 instances, the grasp code found an independent set for size 17 in lessthan 425 seconds, while the tabu search code took over 425 seconds on all 100 instancesto �nd such sets. Table X and Figure 14 illustrate this point. In that table and �gure,the instances have been ordered in increasing order of running time. A possibly di�erentordering was made for each code. The �rst row in the table, for example, displays averagerunning times for the 10 instances each code solved fastest. The second row displays average32



Table X: grasp and stabulus average running times (jV j = 600; 1500; 3500 and p = 0:5).Instances in increasing order of running time for each code.G600;:5 G1500;:5 G3500;:5Instances grasp stabulus grasp stabulus grasp stabulus1; : : : ; 10 0.8 0.5 57.4 210.4 43.6 446.91; : : : ; 20 3.7 1.6 148.9 492.4 51.6 546.91; : : : ; 30 11.7 4.4 271.7 723.1 163.1 630.81; : : : ; 40 20.9 10.7 374.6 960.5 234.7 739.31; : : : ; 50 32.6 19.6 530.9 1240.8 314.0 844.01; : : : ; 60 49.4 28.2 730.6 1511.7 413.8 950.81; : : : ; 70 71.2 38.3 959.4 1771.1 529.9 1066.01; : : : ; 80 98.4 52.5 1206.0 2059.9 649.8 1234.51; : : : ; 90 148.1 76.1 1584.0 2428.4 788.3 1467.11; : : : ; 100 256.6 140.4 2229.1 3011.9 1007.5 1848.1running times for the 20 instances each code solved fastest, and so on. One can observethere that for the instances that were solved quickly the increase in speedup with problemsize is accentuated. While, stabulus was on average 1.6 times faster than grasp on the600-node instances, it was 3.7 times slower on the 1500-node instances and over 10 timesslower on the 3500-node instances. In fact, in one instance from G3500;:5, grasp found aset of size 17 in 11.1 seconds, while the least time taken by stabulus on any instance was428.0 seconds, i.e. over 38 times more cpu time. This can be seen in Figure 14, where cputime ratios are given, in log scale, for stabulus running times divided by grasp runningtimes for the 3 classes of graphs tested.It should be emphasized that we used serial implementations of grasp and tabu searchin the above experiments. Whereas grasp was shown to bene�t greatly from a parallelimplementation, it is not clear how much tabu search can bene�t. The assignment of thedi�erent random restarts to di�erent processors may not bene�t stabulus because thenumber of restarts in stabulus is small compared to the number of tuples searched in thegrasp runs.It should be noted that the tabu search and grasp methodologies are not being com-pared here, but rather, we consider two particular implementations of these methodologies.Furthermore, we observe that grasp and tabu search are not antithetical. We may in-corporate a tabu search to perform the local search function for grasp, or equivalentlyincorporate a grasp component to perform a multi-start function for tabu search, as was33
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Figure 14: stabulus to grasp running time ratios (jV j = 600; 1500; 3500, p = 0:5). In-stances in increasing order of running time for each code.34



Table XI: grasp and the Exact Method on 25 instances with jV j = 600 and p = 0:5.Size of set found AverageCode jS�j = 15 jS�j = 14 jS�j = 13 cpu timeexact 24 1 - 12553.8grasp - 23 2 310.8done in Laguna and Gonz�alez-Velarde (1991). Nevertheless, our results show the power ofthe grasp approach even in an implementation using simple ascent.grasp and tabu search are not guaranteed to produce an optimal solution, i.e. theyproduce approximate solutions. To study the tradeo� between cpu time requirements andobtaining a certi�cate of optimality, we compare grasp to the exact method implementedby Carraghan and Pardalos (1990). This exact method uses a simple-to-implement partialenumeration scheme. Its fortran source code is available in Carraghan and Pardalos(1990), where the authors claim their code to be \faster than any previous known method"for producing exact optimal solutions to maximum clique problems. In their paper, theydescribe solving an instance in G500;:5 in 1114.8 seconds on an ibm 3090 with Vector Facility.We attempted to run their code on an instance from G1000;:5, but did not produce anoptimal solution after 10 cpu days of running time on the Silicon Graphics Indigo (33MHz mips M3000-based workstation). We were successful in running 25 instances (seeds= 1; 2; : : : ; 25) from G600;:5 with the exact method code and obtaining optimal solutions.Table XI illustrates solution times and independent set sizes obtained by the two codes onthese instances. Running times are given in seconds. The grasp code was run with theparameter settings described earlier in this section. The exact method code was run aspublished in Carraghan and Pardalos (1990).This experiment shows that for the �rst 25 instances generated in G600;:5, grasp rarelyproduced an optimal solution. On the other hand, to produce a certi�cate of optimality,the exact code took about 40 times longer than the grasp code. Because of the extendedrunning times of the exact code, it appears that it should prove infeasible to run the exactcode on graphs in GjV j;:5 with jV j > 700.3. Concluding RemarksThis paper presented a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (grasp) for maximumindependent set. This heuristic can bene�t from parallelism in a very natural manner.A parallel implementation of the heuristic was tested on hundreds of instances of large35



randomly generated graphs.For the class of random graphs G1000;:5, the heuristic found independent sets of size 15or 16 in all 200 instances tested. Finding sets of size 15 in G1000;:5 has been long considereda di�cult task (Bollob�as & Thompson, 1985). Sets of size 16 are rare in G1000;:5 (Bollob�as,1985) and have not previously been reported.The heuristic was also tested on 200 denser graphs from the class G1000;:83 and 200 moresparse graphs from G1000;:2. Results on the dense graphs resembled those of G1000;:5 butrequired less time. For the sparse graphs, running times were greater, and sets of size 37and 38 were found in more than half of the instances.The grasp was tested on 50 instances of random graphs from the class G2000;:5 thathave 2000 vertices and on average 1 million edges. In all instances, sets of size 16 or 17 werefound.We implemented a version of simulated annealing for maximum independent set andtested it on 50 of the 200 instances of G1000;:5 used to test the grasp. By increasing thenumber of trials (TRL), maximum number of changes (CHG) per temperature cycle and�, the number of sets of size 15 found by simulated annealing increased. One could inferfrom our experimentation that for large enough values of TRL, CHG and � simulatedannealing may �nd sets of size 15 or better in all instances. However, the running timerequired would be prohibitive. For parameter settings yielding sets of size 15, simulatedannealing took from 30 to over 150 times the cpu time required by the single processorimplementation of grasp.In comparison with the tabu search code stabulus, the grasp code provides highquality and fast solutions, especially for the larger instances with 3500 or more vertices.Similarly, favorable comparisons can be implied with respect to the exact method o�eredby Carraghan and Pardalos (1990) for instances of G600;:5, where solutions within one unit ofthe optimal size were found in a fraction of the time taken by the exact method. For largerinstances, the exact method becomes prohibitively expensive to apply, whereas grasp still�nds high quality solutions.ReferenceAarts, E., & Korst, J. (1989). Simulated annealing and Boltzman machines: A stochasticapproach to combinatorial optimization and neural computing. John Wiley and Sons.Avondo-Bodeno, G. (1962). Economic applications of the theory of graphs. Gordon andBreach Science Publishers. 36
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